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'73-74 Investments Report

Cornell's Stocks
Drop $47 Million

CO-CHAIRMEN OF THE CORNELL DIVISION of the Tompkins County United Way
campaign gather in President Dale R. Corson's (center) office to confer with Jon T. Anderson
(right), president of the United Way Board. From left are Herbert S. Wilson, Richard B.
Hemmings, Olan D. Forker, Corson, Robert W. Spalding, chairman of the Cornell Division of the
campaign, Laing E. Kennedy, county campaign chairman, and Anderson.

United Way Opens Monday
More
than
400
Cornell
University volunteers begin work
Monday on this year's Tompkins
County United Way campaign,
which runs from Oct. 7 through
Nov. 6. Cornell's goal is to raise
$213,000. according to Robert
W. Spalding, chairman of the
United Way's Cornell Division.
Spalding is professor of animal
science.
The United Way supports 31
agencies in Tompkins County
and its towns, providing services
to county residents in areas such
as family and youth programs.

mental health, child care and aid
for senior citizens. This year's
goal for Tompkins County is
$659,280. according to Laing E.
Kennedy,
County
Campaign
chairman. Kennedy, assistant to
the dean of the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences at
Cornell, said that last year
Tompkins County placed second
in New York State in per-capita
donations.
As in past years, Cornell
donors may pledge their United
Way contributions through the
University's payroll deduction

plan. Cornell is divided into 100
teams, according to Spalding.
each comprising one or more
departmental " units of
the
University.
Weekly
public
progress reports will begin
Monday, Oct. 2 1 , Spalding said.
Serving with Spalding as cochairmen of the Cornell Division
are Olan D Forker, professor of
agricultural economics. Richard
B. Hemmings, associate director
of development, and Herbert S.
Wilson.
senior
engineer,
buildings and properties.

The market value of Cornell's
invested assets declined by
nearly $50 million in 1973-74,
according
to
the
annual
investment report to University
Trustees by Vice President and
Chief Investment Officer Robert
T. Horn. Horn's report shows
market value at $271.3 million
as of June 28, 1974, a decline of
$47.3 million from one year ago.
"From most points of view,
1973-74 was a bad year for
investment portfolios," Horn's
report begins. "Ours were no
exceptions.
Whether
one
concentrated on stocks or bonds,
his results were negative. Only
the fellow who stayed in cash or
short-term bonds, or the fellow
who bet on gold is meeting the
future wth a broad smile and a
bulging billfold. The rest of us
look back ruefully on what might
have been, and all of us wonder
what we should be doing now
either to take full advantage of
the future or to protect our funds
from further contraction. If we

Affirmative Action
Has SpecialFund
Cornell
Affirmative
Action
Officer Ramon E. Rivera has
reminded the Cornell Community
of the existence of a special fund
to
further
the
University's
affirmative action goals. The
fund, which totals $200,000, is
being used to increase the

Different Approaches, Same Reality

Arroyo Links Sciences, Humanities
By MARTIN B. STILES
The marked increase in
biology and psychology majors
on campus during the past five
years has been interpreted by
many
persons
as
either
indifference
to or
outright
rejection of humanistic thought.
This interpretation relfects a
lack of understanding of the
subject matter and purpose of
the humanities, according to
Ciriaco M. Arroyo, the Emerson
Hinchliff Professor of Spanish
Literature and a specialist in the
history of western thought. "On
the contrary," he said in an
interview with the Chronicle,
"the student interest in biology
and psychology reflects a deep
commitment to fundamental

questions of humanistic thought:
the questions of man and his
relation to nature and the nature
of man himself."
Summarizing from a book
manuscript he has written for a
class he is giving on the subject
"The Humanities in Liberal

Senate
Freshman Seats
Petitioning
for'
ten
Freshman seats on the
Cornell Senate ends today at
5 p.m. Be sure your petitions
and statements are in the
Senate Office. 133 Day Hall
by this deadline.

Education." Arroyo said:
"There are many humanistic
questions in the natural and
social sciences, and on the other
hand, the so-called humanities
contain many elements which
are non-humanities and even
antihumanistic. It is an error to
consider that the humanities are
opposed to the sciences, as if the
humanities had a private sector
of reality reserved for their study.
While sciences are supposed to
study different sectors of reality
— nature, society, culture —
there is not a particular one
reserved for the humanities. The
sciences and the humanities
study the same reality, with a
different approach.
"Biology and psychology —

knew which, we would more
clearly know how."
Hardest hit by the declining
stock market is Cornell's Capital
Fund, those funds invested for
capital gains — increases in
market value. The Fund's value
declined by $25 million. "This is
the first time in history that
performance of the stock market
will cause a reduction in direct
support to the University's
operating budget from the
capital budget," Horn said in an
interview.
Cornell's other major fund, the
Endowment
Fund,
declined
$22.2 million in market value
during the past year, according
to Horn's report. This decline,
however, will have no effect on
operating revenues. In the
Endowment Fund capital gains
must be reinvested, and only
dividends and interest are used
to meet operating costs Horn
said that regardless of the market
value of a stock, most companies
Continued on Page 3

regardless of the reasons for
their present attractiveness —
touch upon the most important
problem of man: the possible
synthesis of determinism and
freedom: that is. to what extent
are we free and to what extent
are we led to our decisions by
natural processes over which we
do not exercise control?
"On the other hand biology
and . psychology.
as
pure
scientific approaches, cannot
solve the problem, unless they
become humanities. Humanistic
biologists and psychologists will
have to put their specialized
findings in the framework of
man's life, not as a pure
biological
process. but as
Continued on Page 3

number of minorities and women
employed at Cornell and to assist
career
development.
It
is
available both for academic and
non-academic departments.
The fund was created on Jan.
17. 1974, by the Executive
Committee of the Board of
Trustees and is a one-time
allocation. Criteria for selection
of projects are very broad,
according to Rivera, but the
primary
criterion
is
the
permanent addition to the staff of
minority members and women.
A major use of the fund to date
is to supplement salaries, Rivera
said. For example, funds can be
used to provide full or partial
support to new faculty members
for a limited period of time until
permanent funding is made
available by their departments.
Proposals should be submitted
in writing to Rivera at 313 Day
Hall. There is no time limit.
Rivera said that projects will be
evaluated for their potential to
accomplish Cornell's affirmative
action goals. He encouraged all
departments, academic and nonacademic, to submit proposals.
Further information can be
obtained by telephoning 2563976.
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Summary of Agenda

Trustee Board to Meet
NOTE: This summary agenda
as released for publication may
not include certain confidential
items which will come before the
meetings Also other items may
be added to the final agenda
prior to the meetings.

University's
ployes

nonacademic

em-

8. The President will report on
the University's relationship to
the
State
Department
of
Environmental Conservation.

9.
The
President
will
1. The minutes of the
Executive Committee meeting recommend, subject to Buildings
Properties
Committee
held Sept. 10. 1974 will be and
approval,
that
the
University
presented for approval as will the
minutes of the full Board of administration be authorized to
Trustees meeting of June 2. proceed with construction of a
gross square feet
1974. Executive
Committee 13.000
minutes for the May 14, June 1 addition to Malott Hall under
and July 18 meetings will be financing arrangements he will
presented to the full Board for recommend.
10. Trustee Bruce Widger,
ratification and confirmation.
chairman
of the Buildings and
2.
Vice
President
for
Properties
Committee.
will
Administration
Samuel
A.
Lawrence
and
University present the report of his
Treasurer Arthur H. Peterson will committee.
11.
The
President
will
report on the financial position of
Executive
the University for the fiscal year r e c o m m e n d
Committee
approval
and
which ended June 30. 1974.
3 The Investment Committee recommendation to the full
of the University Board of Board dates for the joint meeting
Trustees
will
make
a of the Trustees and the Cornell
recommendation concerning the University Council in 1975.
12. The President will present
distribution dividend for Calspan
a
recommendation from the
Corporation shares for 1974-75.
Council
of
The Investment Committee also F a c u l t y
will consider 1974-75 Capital Representatives (FCR), which
has his approval, that the
Fund distribution.
4. University President Dale R. University Treasurer be made an
Corson will report on the ex officio member of the
University's
current
fiscal University Faculty
13. The President will make a
position and will recommend
approval of revised budgets for recommendation concerning a
the Current Fund operations of bank account at the East River
the endowed colleges at Ithaca Savings Bank in New York City
for the purposes of Medical
and the Medical College.
5
The
President
will College apartment rent security
recommend establishment of a deposits.
14.
The
President
will
series of invested, endowment,
individuals
for
research, equipment, memorial, recommend
prize and other funds.
6.
The
President
will
recommend
that
he
be
authorized to fix and adjust
student registration fees for the
respective schools and colleges
of the University. The President's
recommendation is intended to
respond to the need for varying
approaches to the makeup of
registration fees at both the
undergraduate and graduate
levels.

Petitions Due
Petitions for the 18 vacant
seats in the University Senate
are due today by 5 p.m. at the
Senate Office. 133 Day Hall.

7. The Board of Trustees will
consider the proposal, deferred
from the June meeting, to
provide for a member of the
3oard
from
among
the

Alves Is Guest Speaker
At Sage Convocation
Rubem Azevedo Alves will be
the guest speaker at the Sage
Chapel Convocation at 11 a.m.
Sunday. Oct. 6.
Alves will talk about "Religion
and the Present Day Cultural
Crisis."
A native of Brazil, Alves
attended
the
Seminario
Teologico do Sul at Campinas.
Brazil, and then came to the
United States where he studied
at
Union
and
Princeton
Theological
Seminaries,
completing a doctorate in sacred

election to the Council of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
15.
The
President
will
recommend a series of personnel
actions.
16. The President will report
on
the
reorganization
of
University
personnel
responsibilities and on the
appointment of Thomas R.
Rogers
as
associate
vice
president for research
17. Trustee Morton Adams,
chairman of the Committee on
State Relationships, will report
on the Committee's plans for
1974-75
18. The proceedings of the
Joint Administrative Board of the
New
York
Hospital-Cornell
Medical Center for Sept. 12,
1974 will be presented.
19. A report of construction
grants awarded during the period
Aug. 21 to Sept. 20. 1974 will
be presented to the Trustees.
20. The Board of Trustees will
meet in joint session with the
Cornell University Council. There
will be a report on the state of
the University Participating will
be President Dale R. Corson.
Provost David C. Knapp and Vice
President
for
Administration
Samuel A. Lawrence. Later the
Trustees and Council will hear
Roger C. Cramton. Dean of the
Law
School,
speak
on
"Reflections on Law, Morality
and Equal Justice "
21. The Trustees will hear a
discussion by Vice President
Lawrence
and
others
on
preliminary
guidelines
for
preparation of the 1975-76
budget. This presentation was
requested by the Board at its
January 1974 meeting.
22. The Trustees will act on
two memorial resolutions.
23. The full Board will hear
reports and recommendations
from the Executive Committee.
24. The Vice President and
Chief Investment Officer Robert
T. Horn will present his annual
investment report.
25.
The
President
will
recommend
changing
the
legislation
establishing
the
Council on Physical Education
and Athletics to increase the
number of alumni members. He
will also recommend individuals
for election to that Council.

26. The Trustees will hear a
report on the Cornell Fund by its
chairman. Trustee Austin H
Kiplinger. and on the Tower Club
theology.
campaign by its chairman.
Alves has served on the faculty
Trustee Samuel C. Johnson.
of union and is presently
Richard
M.
Ramin,
Vice
professor
of
philosophical
President for Public Affairs, will
foundations of the social scireport on the status of gifts to the
ences at the University of Sao
University Vice President Ramin
Paolo and director of studies of
and Trustee Jansen Noyes Jr.,
church and society in Latin
chairman of the Development
America.
Advisory Committee, will report
Alves is a member of the Faith
on the expanded gift program.
and Order Commission of the
27. The President will report
World Council of Churches. He
for the information of the
has published two books. "A
Trustees on faculty deaths and
Theology of Human Hope." and
resignations.
"Tomorrow's Child."

Job Opportunities
At Cornell University
The following
are regular continuing
full-time
positions
unless otherwise
specified. For information
about these
positions, contact the Personnel Department. B-12 Ives Hall,
N W. Please do not inquire at individual departments until you
have contacted Personnel An equal opportunity employer

POSITION (DEPARTMENT)
Administrative Secretary. A-1 5 (University Development)
Administrative Secretary, A-15 (Chemistry)
Department
Secretary, A-13
(Business
&
Public
Administration)
Department Secretary, A-13 (Economics)
MTST Operator, A-1 3 (B&PA)
Steno II. NP-6 (Rural Sociology)
Steno II. NP-6 (Finance & Business)
Steno II. NP-6 (Ofc. of Resident Instruction)
Administrative Secretary, NP-8 (Biological Sciences)
Secretary-Steno. NP-10 (Cooperative Ext. Administration
(NYC))
Sr. Acct. Clerk. A-1 3 (Accounting)
Head Acct. Clerk. A-1 5 (Neurobiology & Behavior)
Keypunch Operator. A-1 3 (Computer Services)
Sr. Keypunch Operator. A-1 3 (Accounting)
Searcher I. A-1 3 (2) (Library (Russian & Portuguese))
Library Asst. II. A-1 2 (Library)
Library Superintendent. A-1 3 (Library)
Library Asst. III. A-1 5 (Library)
Cashier I. A-9 (Cornell Campus Store)
Administrative Aide II. NP-14 (Finance & Business)
Senior Auditor (Auditor's Office)
Assistant Counsel (University Counsel)
Assistant Librarian (Library)
Assistant Editor (University Press)
Science Writer (Public Information)
Medical Records Librarian (Vet College)
& Environmental
Extension Support Specialist (Design
Analysis)
Extension Specialist (Cooperative Extension (Albion))
Extension Specialist (Cooperative Extension (Highland))
Extension Specialist (Cooperative Extension (Central NYS))
Extension Associate (Human Development & Family Studies)
Area Manager (Dining Services)
Executive Director (CUDR)
Asst. to Vice President (VP for Planning & Facilities)
Associate Registrar (Registrar's Office)
Asst. Director of Institutional Information (MSA)
Announcer (WHCU)
Jr. Lab Technician, A-13 (Ecology & Systematics)
Lab Technician I, NP-8 (Food Science)
Sr. Lab Technician, A-18 (2) (Biochemistry. Molecular & Cell
Biology)
Lab Technician II. NP-11 (LAMOS)
Lab Technician, A-18 (Chemistry)
Technical Aide, A-17 (Lab of Plasma Studies)
Research Technician III, NP-12 (Biochemistry, Molecular &
Cell Biology)
Research Technician III. NP-12 (Vet Pathology)
Research Technician. A-21 (Chemistry)
Research Associate (Lab of Nuclear Studies)
Extension Specialist (Plant Pathology)
Electrical Engineer, A-28 (B&P)
Mechanical Engineer. A-28 (B&P)
Sr. Electronic Technician, A-19 (Biological Sciences)
Synchrotron Technician Trainee. A-17 (Lab of Nuclear
Studies)
Synchrotron Technician, A-19 (Lab of Nuclear Studies)
Synchrotron Operator (2) (Lab of Nuclear Studies)
Patrol Officer, A-18 (2) (Safety Division)
Computer Operator, A-17 (2) (Computer Services)
Programmer A-29 (Computer Services)
Short Order Cook, A-14 (Dining)
Bowling Alley Mechanic (Athletics)
Catering Asst, A-11 (Dining)
Dining Supervisor, A-18 (Dining Services)
Programmer. A-19 (CRSR)
Custodian. A-13 (Student Housing)
Custodian, A-13 (Housing)
Chilled Water Plant Operator, A-20 (B&P)
Dev. Technician. A-21 (Nuclear Studies)
Assistant Foreman. A-22 (1) (Buildings & Properties)
Sr. Elec. Tech.. A-21 (Chemistry)
Technical Associate. NP-16 (Agricultural Engr.)
Research Associate (Food Science)
Continued on Page 4
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Two-Day Conference Scheduled

Entomology Centennial
On October 14 and 15 several
hundred
entomologists
will
gather in Ithaca to celebrate the
centennial of the Department of
Entomology at Cornell, the first
university department in the
nation devoted to the study of
insects.

University
and
a
former
Alexander-Agassiz Professor at
Harvard,
the
centennial
celebration will devote itself to
new vistas of entomology and its
implication for the well-being of
man.

The conference will honor the
founder of the entomology
department.
John
Henry
Comstock, who was initially
attracted to the young university
in 1870 because of its "nontraditional" reputation.
Comstock, who worked his
way through his undergraduate
years at the New York State
College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences by husking corn at 3
cents a bushel, taught more than
5,000 students during his 40
years at the University.

Other
eminent
scientists
invited to speak include John J.
McKelvey Jr., associate director
of the Rockefeller Foundation
and author of "Man Against
Tsetse." who will speak on
insects and human welfare; Prof
Edward 0 Wilson, of Harvard,
who will discuss the behavioral
characteristics.
such
as
aggression, that guide both
human and insect behavior; and
John
S.
Kennedy.
F.R.S..
professor at the University of
London, an authority on insect
dispersal.

In an attempt to survey-the
historical, social and scientific
aspects of Comstock's impact,
the symposium has been titled.
"Insects. Science and Society."
After a brief look at "The
Comstock Heritage" by Howard
E.
Evans.
professor
of
entomology at Colorado State

Monday's symposium
will
feature
Prof.
Richard . D.
Alexander, of the University of
Michigan, who will review the
accoustical aspects of insect
communication
and
Prof.
Wendell L. Roelofs, a Cornell
authority on the practical control
of noxious pests through the use

of traps baited with synthetic sex
attractants.
Tuesday's speakers include
Mano D. Pathak, assistant
director of the International Rice
Research
Institute
in
the
Philippines and one of the
original developers
of
the
"miracle rice," who will speak on
the interactions between plants
and
insects;
Thomas R.E.
Southwood.
head
of
the
Department of Zoology at the
University of London, will discuss
his particular area of interest.'the
dynamics of insect population;
and Professor Richard L. Doutt.
of the University of California at
Berkeley,
will
speak
on
parasitoids.
predators
and
population dynamics.
Also on the agenda are
Waldemar
Klassen, of the
Agricultural Research Service of
the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture, a specialist on pest
management; and L. Dale
Newsom. professor and head of
the Department of Entomology
at Louisiana State University,
who will speak on "Pest
Management — Concept to
Practice."

Science, Humanities Linked sculpture on Display
Continued from Page 1
existence. As existence man
finds himself open to a basic
structure
of
sense
or
senselessness.
The
basic
structure is the real world in
which everything appears later
as making sense or not. All these
aspects, analyzed by Heidegger
in Being and Time' (1927).
constitute
man's
life
as
biography.' The problem for the
humanist is precisely the study of
these two terms:
biology'
(natural, deterministic aspect),
and biography' (free, existential
aspects of human life).
"This
study
is
clearly
interdisciplinary;
but
'interdisciplinary' does not mean
here the simple bridging of two
disparate disciplines. It means to
ask a question whose answer
requires professional expertise
in what is now artificially divided
in different departments, for
example, biology and philosophy.
But the question and not the
administrative
arrangements,
dictate the unity or diversity. Our
limited preparation makes us
distinguish too many disciplines.
and as a result, postulate pseudo
interdisciplines
"Great
scientists-humanists
like Husserl. Russell. Jaspers and
Ortega y Gasset never worked
with those distinctions and
connections. Anyone talking
about emotions on the basis of
their physicological substructure
is as frivolous as anyone talking
about them without knowledge
of that substructure.
"What is non-humanistic in the
so-called humanities is all types
of
instrumental
work.
For
example to make a critical
edition of a play is in itself non-

humanistic. However, it is a
respectful undertaking, and in
the process, the editor will test
his intellectual rigor in the
collation of sources, will discover
how much 'intelligence' the work
needs, and so he will penetrate
into the secrets of the mind.
These discoveries make the
editor a humanist, like the
engineer becomes one reflecting
on his work, and the plant
pathologist
improving
his
techniques. Not everything we do
in literature is humanities, but
reflection on what we do in any
given work — including ditchdigging — is humanities. This
reflection is tension for truth, and
the
condition
for
any
improvement.
"The antihumanistic elements
are more dangerous. In the
humanities we do not have a
symbolic language, and in using
everyday language, we may be
satisifed with inaccurate notions,
relying on them as if we were
saying something, when in fact
they are only confused jargon.
When we talk about alienation,
dialectics, allegory, etc., without
precise definitions, we fall in that
trap. The same happens with
names and facts: One day, after
giving perhaps several courses
on Cervantes we have to ask
ourselves, what do I actually
know about Cervantes? And then
we realize that we know very
little, and with little precision.
This concealment of reality with
a mist of confused notions is
anti-humanistic.
"The most important problem
for the humanities today is, in my
opinion, the understanding of
their place in the tree, or better,
in the beehive of knowledge.

When do we really have ideas
instead of mere notions? What is
properly a text? Is it a simple
fragment for class exercises, or is
it an historical epoch? Should the
scholar strive for the analysis of
fragments,
or
should
he
reconstruct past historical units
and systems? What does it mean
to understand? What has the
understanding of the past to do
with the definition of intelligence
as ideology? What is the esthetic
experience? All these questions
refer merely to theory. They
become more complicated when
we have to choose fields for a
concrete education that must be
imparted in four years."
The book contains chapters
devoted to all these problems.
Arroyo said. It is divided into
three parts: "Humanities," which
contains the theory, a second
part called "Humaneness.' in
which the notion of liberal
education and an ideal course
are described, and the third.
"Humanism." studies three basic
types of world views: esthetic,
pragmatic and religious.
The book was prepared during
the summer under a grant from
the College of Arts and Sciences,
and will be distributed this
month to his students in offset
form as an educational tool, in
order to guarantee that after the
readings and discussions in
class, there remains a body of
organized thought to which they
can refer. Arroyo said.

This is one of four large, brightly painted sculptures by Iraqi
born artist Oded Halahmy on view at the Herbert F. Johnson
Museum of Art through Nov. 10. The public is invited to visit the
exhibition during the museum's new hours, which now include
Wednesday evenings. The museum is open on Tuesdays and
Thursdays through Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; on
Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and on Sundays from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. The Museum is closed on Mondays.

CU Investments Are Down
Continued from Page 1
paid dividends at previous years'
levels, and many increased.
Horn's figures show that
although it was a "bad year" for
the market value of the Capital
and Endowment Funds, for
"income distribution" — funds
available for operations — 197374 was a "good year" In the
Endowment Fund. Horn writes,
"income production for the year
was $500,000 greater than last
year, and we can confidently
expect a comparable increase for
1975. even if we fail to gather
the normal complement of new
endowments." The Capital Fund
distributed $800,000 more than
last year, according to the report.
Horn's report points out that in
comparison
with
similar
investment
funds
the
performance of Cornell's Funds
was about average for the year.
However, virtually all investors
lost money this year In the
Endowment Fund, Horn writes.
"Our top 10 individual stock
performances included four with
minus signs. By itself this tells
the story of the year. What saved
an even greater decline was
gradual concentration of funds in
high
grade
short-term
investments as the erosion in
other markets progressed."

Horn said that the decline in
market value of the Capital Fund
will show its effect on funds
available for operations for the
coming budget year. Normally,
Cornell pays out (uses for
operations) eight per cent of the
average unit value in the Capital
Fund,
with
the
average
calculated over the previous five
year period Because of the
decline in the stock market, to
continue following the five-year
average unit value formula would
result in distributing "a huge
12 6 per cent as this year's
yield." Horn said.
Horn's
report
concludes,
"moderation of the Capital Fund
payout policy is under review,
but we still operate this fund as a
growth fund. Whether this
represents
an exercise
of
patience
or
stubbornness
depends on the ultimate result. If
growth stocks come back, the
correct descriptive term is
patience; if they go down further
it clearly becomes stubbornness."
At their October meeting the
University Trustees will consider
an
Administration
recommendation to decrease the
distribution of funds from the
Capital Fund, according to Horn
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Chronicle Comment
Chronicle Comment is a forum of opinion for the Cornell community. Comment may be addressed
to Liz Helmer. managing editor. Chronicle. 110 Day Hall.

Parking Lot B Growth Mishandled
Editor:
Your article in last weeks
Chronicle about the parking
situation at the B lot suggests
that there is something foolish
and stubborn about people who
insist on "overusing" that lot
while other parking lots remain
partially empty. Perhaps so. but a
more important aspect of the
situation is the irresponsibility
and insensitivity of the Traffic
Bureau,
because
its
mismanagement has created
and aggravated the situation. (It
is not surprising that your article,
based on an interview with the
manager of the Traffic Bureau,
.covered up this aspect of the
situation.)

The mismanagement by the
Traffic Bureau is reflected in the
following actions: 1. Failure to
enlarge the B parking lot during
the summer, when there was no
pressure on parking spaces. 2.
Failure
to
handle
the
construction project in a manner
that
would
minimize
the
utilization of parking spaces by
construction equipment. 3. Most
glaringly.failure to communicate
to people arriving at the parking
lot what the situation was, and
where they could park. Is it
demanding
too
much
imagination on their part to
expect a sign at the entrance of
the B lot stating simply "Parking
rules still in effect during

construction; additional parking
places at A Lot"? Issuing a press
release to the Chronicle is hardly
adequate communication to the
person arriving at the parking lot
and trying to get to work.
Up to now. I have been
impressed
with
the
reasonableness and sensitivity of
the Traffic Bureau. I hope they
will regain my confidence. The
Traffic
Bureau
should
immediately withdraw parking
tickets which were issued at the
B lot, and relearn the importance
of communicating through a
variety of media in addition to
parking tickets
Benedict Stavis

Tree Inspires Money-Saving Ideas
To the Editor:
The front page story in The
Cornell Sun of September 27
regarding the recently planted
tree to obstruct the man-made
path in the arts quad requires
comment from someone recently
arrived at Cornell (3 years) who
sees it as another item to add to
a long list of peculiar features of
this place. Let me note that I
think Cornell is a splendid place.
I have taught at four universities
in the East and must say that
Cornell is as good, if not better,
an intellectual, personal, and
scenic environment; as can be
found. There are some strange
features of the place, however.
May I list some of them as they
occur to one who comes here
after several other teaching jobs;
(1) The existence of a physical
1
education requirement!
(2) The non-existence of a
freshman English requirement!
(3) The circus and farce of pre
registration!
(4) The cumulative grade
point average!
(5)
The
inadequate
undergraduate course catalogue!
(6) The ludicrously irrelevant

graduate course catalogue!
(7) The virtual non-existence
of graduate school academic
leadership.
(8) Professors who think
debating the president is what
they are here for.
But surely all of this pales
before the most bizarre aspect of
Cornell. The Buildings and
Properties people! They put up
billboards and they rip them
down; they put down sidewalks.
and they break them up; they
make brick lipped patios in front
of statues and they pull them up.
They also seem bent on waging
a holy war against the dirt path
we have worn in efficiently
crossing the arts quad. They put
up fences and reseed; we make
our path again; they plant trees
and reseed; we will, I'm sure,
make our path again. I thought
money was tight around here!
Why not solve all of these
problems at once? Take money
from
the
Buildings
and
Properties people who have it to
burn, (rip up, pull down, or break
up) and give it to the Athletic
department which will then be
able to forego state aid for giving

up the physical education
department. This saved money
plus new savings created by
eliminating costly labor and
computer time involved in the
preregistrations
and
the
calculation of grade averages
should be able to finance useful,
timely,
and
meaningful
catalogues. There may even be
some savings left over on the
side to raise faculty salaries so
professors don't have to get
angry at the president over their
salaries, which I take it was the
original cause of at least one
passion to debate last spring. I
realize it is too much to hope for
but it is just possible that money
saved from not planting grass,
not having preregistration. and
not
having
point
grade
calculations, could also stretch to
beefing-up the graduate school
as an academic entity and maybe
also
reinstating
freshman
English. I realize this is a hard
path to tred. but we do seem
good at that, at least.

Isaac Kramnick
Professor of Government

Opportunity to Study Issues

Family Life Center Established
The New York State College of
Human Ecology in conjunction
-with the New York State
Assembly Select Committee on
Child Abuse and Maltreatment
has
announced
the
establishment of a Family Life
Development Center at Cornell.
Based in the Department of
Human Development and Family
Studies,
the
Center
will
concentrate its efforts on child
maltreatment within the context
of child-rearing practices and the
interaction of the family and its
environment.
In 1969, the NY. State
College of Human Ecology was

mandated by state law to
conduct teaching and research in
the fields of human development
and public service aimed at "the
improvement of family wellbeing and human welfare."
College officials view the new
center as a natural outgrowth of
their earlier efforts.
According to Professor John L.
Doris, the acting director of the
Family Life Development Center.
"Child abuse and maltreatment
are not the problems but the
symptoms of underlying social,
family and individual stress. Any
real preventative measures in the
area must address themselves to

these basic problems."
Prof. Doris feels that the center
will present a unique opportunity
to study the issues from the
broad
perspective
of
the
behavioral and social sciences
represented at the University.
The Center expects that the
development of staff and public
service activities will be an ongoing process. The Family Life
Development Center will not be
involved in the provision of direct
service to family and children,
but rather in providing education
and training programs for
professionals, paraprofessionals
and community leaders

Job Opportunities
Continued from Page 2
Research Associate (3) (Agronomy)
Asst. Tech. Director, A-1 5 (Theatre Arts)
These are all permanent full-time positions unless otherwise
specified.
PART TIME AND TEMPORARY POSITIONS
(All Temporary and Part-time positions are also listed with
Student Employment)
Temp. Service -Tech. (2) (Animal Science (temp, f/t))
Telephone Operator. A-11 (B&P Telephone Office (temp.
p/t))
Temp. Serv. - Clerical (Institute of Food Science and
Marketing (temp, p/t))
Temp. Serv. - Labor (Poultry Science (temp, p/t))
Stockkeeper (Human Ecology (temp f/t))
Translator (Women's Studies (temp, p/t))
Research Aide (China - Japan Program (temp, p/t))
Transaction Clerk I, NP-6 (LAMOS (perm, p/t))
Typist (Human Dev. & Family Studies (temp, p/t))
Steno II, NP-6 (Agronomy (temp, f/t))
Steno II, NP-6 (Education (temp, f/t))
Steno II, NP-6 (Cooperative Ext. (temp p/t))
Keypunch Operator. A-13 (Computer Services (perm, p/t))
Searcher I, A-13 (Library (perm, p/t))
Lab Assistant (Lab of Plasma Studies (perm, p/t))
Research Technician I, NP-8 (Floriculture & Ornamental
Horticulture (temp, f/t))
Research Spec. A-22 (Ecology & Systematics (temp, p/t))
Statistical Consultant/Programmer (Government & History
(perm, p/t))
Technical Associate (Applied & Engr. Physics (temp, f/t))
Animal Technician (Neurobiology & Behavior (temp, p/t))
Research Associate (Education)
Custodian. A-13 (Noyes Center (temp, p/t))
Rink Attendant (3) (Athletics (temp, p/t))
Rink Assistant (Athletics (temp, p/t))

:

NSF and French Counterpart

Exchange Program Set
The National Science Foundation and its French counterpart the
National Center for Scientific Research, recently announced a
program providing support to young scientists (within 5 years after
receiving a doctoral degree) to encourage scientific and technical
cooperation between the United States and France
Exchange awards are made for study or work in the mathematical,
physical, chemical, engineering, biological and social sciences
including economics. Awards will not be made in the medical
sciences or in education or business fields.
The deadline at-NSF for receipt of applicaions is Nov 1. 1974.
For further information, contact the Office of Academic Funding.
123 Day Hall

NSF To Accept Proposals
For Technology Assessment
The National Science Foundation, under its program of Research
Applied to National Needs (RANN). will make available grants for
Technology Assessments in Selected Areas.
Technical Assessment is a term which is applied to policy studies
which systematically define, explore, and evaluate the full range of
economic,
social, environmental.
institutional. and other
consequences of the introduction of a new technology into our
society or the expansion of an extant technology, more extensively,
intensively, or in new ways.
The objectives of these awards are (1) to provide a substantive,
comprehensive, useful input into public policy formulation and
decision-making with regard to the application of particular
technologies; (2) to explore and develop techniques of technology
assessment and the application of systematic methods, techniques,
protocols, and approaches to complex, policy-related problems; and
(3) to encourage the growth of organizational capability to conduct
impartial, comprehensive technology assessments.
The following are the selected technologies for which proposals
may be submitted; Controlled Environment Agriculture. Hail
Suppression. Risk to Structures from Natural Hazards. Life Extending
Technologies. Human Rehabilitation Techniques. Large Air Transport
Technology.
Telecommunications-Transportation
Interactions,
Scientific and Technical Information, and Retrospective Technology
Assessments.
Proposals are due at NSF on varying dates: Nov. 15, Nov 29, and
Dec. 6, 1975. Further information on this unusual program is
available in the Office of Academic Funding, 1 23 Day Hall.

.
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Appropriation Increased

Icelandic Collection Grows
island's discovery and settlement
in the ninth century.
The heart of the medieval area
of the collection comrpises sagas
— historical, biographical and
fictional stories — and Eddas,
poems and stories dealing with
the
mythological
gods and
heroes of Scandinavia and
The
grant
reflects
the
continuing interest taken by the central Europe. In addition, other
Icelanders in the collection as an works in Old Icelandic and Old
Norwegian, as well as more
important center of Icelandic
recent
books
in
various
culture
on
the
American
languages, which trace the
Continent
development of and elucidate
This year, taking into account
saga and Eddie literature, are in
the inflation of book prices and
the collection.
repeated devaluation of the
The sagas are of interest to
Icelandic Kroner since 1958, the
scholars for several reasons, not
Ministry of Education of Iceland
the least of which is that several
has increased the appropriation
to 30,000 kroner per year, of them deal with voyages to a
land called Vinland by Leif
retroactive for the years 1971,
Ericson and others in the 1 1th
7 2 and 73 and to 50.000
century. In the opinion of many
kroner for the current year.
Every year since 1958 the
Republic
of
Iceland has
appropriated funds for Cornell to
purchase Icelandic books and
manuscripts to add to its Fiske
Icelandic Collection, the largest
collection of its kind in North
America.

The funds are placed in the
Snaebjorn Jonsson Bookstore in
Reykjavik, the nation's capital, for
purchase of the books and other
items
of interest
for the
collection.
The
initial
appropriation of 5.000 kroner in
1958 was equivalent to $300.
The current
50,000
kroner
appropriation is equivalent to
$435.
The annual grant honors two
Cornell professors, pioneers in
Icelandic studies, Willard Fiske,
who started the collection in
1850 as a private project, and
Halldor Hermannsson, its curator
for 43 years. 1 905 to 1 948.
The 32.000 volume collection
is surpassed in size only by the
collections of Icelandic material
in the National Library of Iceland
and in the University and Royal
Libraries
of
Copenhagen.
Denmark.

scholars, these sagas establish
the fact that North America was
discovered almost 500 years
before Columbus made his
voyage.
The completeness of the Fiske
Collection is indicated by the fact
that the only general history of
Icelandic literature, from its
earliest period to the 20th
century, "A History of Icelandic
Literature.." by the Icelandic
scholar Stefan Einarsson of
Johns
Hopkins
University,
published in 1957, was largely
based on material found in this
collection.
Since
H e r m a n n sso n ' s
retirement
in
1948. the
collection has had three curators,
all natives of Iceland. Kristjan
Karlsson, Johann S. Hannesson
and Vilhjalmur Bjarnar, curator
since 1960.

Dickason Completes Term
As President of NACAC
Donald G. Dickason. assistant
dean
of
the College
of
Engineering, is presiding at the
National Association of College
Admissions Counselors (NACAC)
this week during its 30th Annual
Conference at the Americana
Hotel in New York City (October
1-4). The attendees include more
than 2,000 secondary school
and college admissions person-

nel.
Dickason is completing his
term as president, having served
since the summer of 1 973. John
Spencer, associate director of
admissions and director of the
Division
of
Unclassified
Students, is one of 85 national
assembly delegates; he was
elected by the New York Chapter
of the national association.

"I Would Found an Institution...'
The Cornell shield dominates this window in the Straight
Memorial Room, photographed by Jerry Edelstein, '77, a
chemistry major and student assistant for Visual Services in the
Office of Public Information.

Chilean Joins CUSLAR

U.S.-Latin Understanding Promoted

Joel Gajardo Velasquez has
been named staff associate to
the Cornell University Committee
on United States-Latin America
Relations (CUSLAR).
In
1967, six protestant
denominations
pooled
their
resources to provide a single
"United
Ministry
in Higher
Education"
at
various
colleges
The
collection
contains
and universities throughout New
material covering all aspects of
York State United Ministries at
Iceland and its people since the
Cornell wished to turn part of its
attention toward international
problems,
and
eventually
focused on problems in Latin
America. From that interest,
CUSLAR was born. Although it
continues to be housed in Anabel
Published weekly and ft; Taylor Hall. CUSLAR's studies of
America
go beyond
distributed free of charge i|:| Latin
religious questions.
to
Cornell
University :•:•
faculty, students, staff and ;•:•
CUSLAR's aim, according to
employes by the Office of ft°j
its director and United Ministries
Public Information. Mail £| Chaplain. William W. Rogers, is.
subscriptions
$12 per •$ to
"provide
educational
year Make checks payable ;S resources to University and
ro
Cornell
Chronicle •:? community groups interested in
Editorial Office 110 Day •:•! studying the policies of actions of
Ha//, /f/jaca. /V. V 74S5O. fi
North American institutions in
Telephone 256-4206. •:•; Latin America and in evaluating
Fo'/ro/-. Randall E. Shew. |:|! these actions against democratic
Managing editor. Elizabeth jij and religious guidelines."
He/mer.
Photo
editor, $;
He emphasized that CUSLAR
Russell C. Hamilton.
ft;
is
"not simply
a neutral
The Fiske Icelandic Collection
is
famous
throughout the
scholarly world, not only for the
books it contains but also for the
series
of bibliographies of
Icelandic materials compiled by
Hermannsson, who died in
1958.

CORNELL
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educational project," but one
"committed to social justice."
Although based on the Cornell

Joel Gajardo
campus. CUSLAR's programs
extend
throughout
United
Ministry congregations in the
Southern Tier of New York State.
Its campus
membership is
"broadly ecumenical," Rogers
said. He added that CUSLAR is
concerned with establishing a
dialogue about Latin American
political and social problems and
their relationship to religious
questions.
Gajardo's appointment, like
those of other United Ministries
chaplains at Cornell, comes

through the Southern Tier Area
Council of the United Ministries
in Higher Education. He is an
ordained Presbyterian minrster
with degrees from the Buenos
Aires Theological Evangelical
Seminary and the Princeton
Theological Seminary in New
Je rsey.
He
has
held
professorships
in systematic
theology.
ethics
and
anthropology in the Catholic
University and the Evangelical
Theological
Community
of
Santiago
Joel Gaiardo sees himself as a
resource person for CUSLAR It
is important, he said, "to expose
•he Latin American reality to
North Americans."
Gajardo is a citizen of the
Republic of Chile. In the 1973
coup
which
overthrew the
government of Chilean Marxist
Salvador Allende, Gajardo was
arrested and imprisoned for two
weeks in a Santiago sports
arena. Gajardo had actively
supported Allende in his election
campaigns
and had been
teaching
courses
in the
relationships between Christian
and Marxist ethics.
Pressure from international
groups, coupled with various job
offers from Europe and the
United States, induced the
military junta to release him.

Gajardo said. He spent a few
months in Argentina and.Europe
awaiting the release of his family
from Chile before taking up his
job at Cornell
Gajardo said he chose the
Cornell position over others
because it offered him a chance
to "tell North Americans about
the real situation in Latin
America." while his European
offers were for straight academic
work.
Gajajdo feels that CUSLAR can
provide real help for some of the
Latin American people. He cited
the creation of a Chilean refugee
committee at Cornell last year as
one of the ways in which
CUSLAR has made a small but
meaningful impact on Latin
American lives. Funds raised by
the committee helped to bring
several Chilean students to
Cornell. Gajardo hopes that more
funds can be obtained that could
be used as loans for Chilean
people who wish to emigrate.
But Chile's problems should
not overshadow those of other
Latin
American
countries.
Gajardo said. CUSLAR has joined
three other area organizations in
establishing the Ithaca Area
Fund for Honduran Hurricane
Relief.
and is
accepting
donations at its office, G17
Continued on Page 6
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CIVITAS Asks
For Volunteers
For Child Care
For the potential volunteer who wishes to work with pre-school
aged children, the choices are as varied as are the day care services
available in Tompkms County Full-time day care centers, head start
programs and nursery schools, serving a cross-section of community
families' needs, use volunteer skills and interests both as classroom
aides and with individual groups of children.
In addition. Day Care Mothers, licensed by the State, provide care
in their homes for small numbers of children. Volunteers are
beginning to be used more frequently in day care homes, to help
stimulate new ideas, and to stand in for the Day Care Mother in
emergency situations.
The Tompkins County Day Care Council collates all information on
day care services in the county, and along with the Montessori
School, helps provide training and resources for Day Care Mothers.
as well as volunteers.
Below are some of the other current needs for volunteers. Please
respond to any of them, or get more information, by calling CIVITAS,
256-7513, Monday through Friday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.; or the
Voluntary Action Center. 272-9411. Monday through Saturday. 9
a.m. to 1 p.m.
Day Care Council needs volunteers to assist Day Care Mothers for
a few hours a week on a regular basis, or to be on call for assistance
when a Day Care Mother has training sessions to attend or an
emergency appointment.
Central School needs a volunteer to assist at desk in the LibraryLearning Center. Thursday mornings, 9 to 11:30, under the
supervision of Learning Center Director.
Central School needs a male volunteer to work on a one-to-one
basis with a 3rd grade boy who is having difficulty. Any school day.
between 9 a m . and 3 p.m.
Odd Fellows Nursing Home needs a volunteer artist to plan and
execute a backdrop series about life in the 1890s. either on 77" x
8 1 " sheets or on small sheets for use with overhead projector. A
planned program to deal with the 1890s will be held on Oct. 24. The
volunteer may do the work at his or her convenience before that date
and at home.
East Hill School needs a volunteer to work with individual child in
needs based program to deal with specific learning disabilities
Weekday mornings preferred.
i
Bib 7V' Tucker needs volunteers to work in sales of clothing and
knick-knacks, for shifts from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. or 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on
any day Tuesday through Friday. Proceeds from sales go toward lowincome self-development projects.
Tompkins County Dental Health Service needs volunteers with cars
who could take five and six-year-olds to follow-up visits to dentist, and
then return them to school. The children are in Ithaca schools, of
families with no transportation.
Open House needs volunteers to do both crisis and longer term
personal counseling, on a regular basis. A three week to one month
training and orientation program is required of all potential
volunteers.
Girl Scouts need volunteer group leaders, assistant leaders or skill
and hobby consultants. Days and hours can be arranged to suit the
volunteers' schedules
Service League Shop needs volunteers to work in sales, for a
2 1/2-hour shift during the hours 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays
through Thursdays or Fridays from 10 a m to 6 p.m. Proceeds
support mental health activities.
Fall Creek Elem. School needs tutors to work twice a week with
children with learning problems, in reading and math, in grades 1 to
6 Tutor to work under supervision of teacher. Any school day,
between 9 and 3.

A Seminar Survey
The Chronicle is conducting a survey of the number of regular
publications listing seminars and workshops currently being
published on campus. If your department or school puts out such a
listing on a regular basis, will you please send a representative copy
to Seminar Survey, c/o The Chronicle, 110 Day Hall, noting on the
copy the frequency of publication and the number circulated each
time.

All items fcr publication in the Cornell
Chronicle must be submitted to the Chronicle
office, 110 Day Hall, by noon on the Monday
preceding publication Only typewritten
information will be accepted.

John Vinton Is Speaker

Music Lecture Scheduled
"The Origins and Historical
Significance of Contemporary
Music" will be the subject of a
lecture by John Vinton at 4:30
p.m. Monday, Oct. 7. in Barnes
Hall.
Vinton is editor of the recently
published
"Dictionary
of
Contemporary Music," described
by New York Times critic John
Rockwell as "the best of its kind
in the English language"
Vinton's lecture, according to
William Austin. Cornell music
professor,
will
be "nontechnical" in nature, discussing
modern music's connections
with contemporary literature and
dance, as well as its origins.
Vinton's formal education was
conducted
at
Ohio
State
University. New York University,
and the University of Southern
California. He has worked as a
free-lance editor and writer in the

1965 he was editor and research
associate for the Bela BartokArchives of New York He has
written as a music critic for the
Washington
Star-News and
served as general manager for
the New York City Dance Theater
Workshop.
Vinton is now editing "New
Dance." which will be published
in 1976. and which he describes
as "a stylistic analysis of the
American
innovations
in
choreography
since
the
generation of Merce Cunningham"
In discussing the relationships
between contemporary music
and dance, Vinton said. "Music
... has the advantage of easy
John Vinton
circulation globally, and that's a
great advantage when you are
about
the
artistic
fields of contemporary music, talking
theater and dance. From 1962 to expression of a global society."

Corson to Serve Two-Year Term

ACUSNY Elects President
President Dale R. Corson has
been elected president of the
Association of Colleges and
Universities of the State of New
York (ACUSNY) for a two-year
term. Corson was elected at the
annual ACUSNY meeting held
recently
at
Rennsselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy. He
succeeds
Ernest L. Boyer,
Chancellor
of
SUNY. as
ACUSNY's president
Corson will be chairman of
ACUSNY's executive committee,
which meets periodically during
the year and will preside at the
annual meeting. Corson said that
ACUSNY
will address the
common problems of public and
private educational institutions in
New York State and plans to take
an active role in encouraging
both federal and state legislation
beneficial to higher education.
ACUSNY. founded in 1906.
includes as members virtually all
of the States approximately 200

Gajardo Goals
Continued from Page 5
Anabel Taylor Hall.
In addition, Gajardo said he
hopes to establish a CUSLAR
research project on Honduras.
Honduras is one of Latin
America's poorer countries, he
said, and he feels that it is
important to analyze the situation
there in many aspects, including
the ways in which big foreign
companies have affected the
economy and life style of
Honduras.
Gajardo has given several
guest lectures in various courses
at Cornell, and he hopes to
participate as one of the teachers
of an interdisciplinary course in
Latin American studies this
spring.
Gajardo said that he and his
family are very happy in Ithaca,
but that his real place is in Chile.
"As soon as I am able to go back.
I will go." he said

public and private colleges and
universities Speaking at the
annual meeting. Ewald B.
Nyquist. state commissioner of
education.
said,
"This
association has become one of
the strongest, statewide higher

education coalitions* in the
country, providing a forum for the
discussion and resolution of
problems facing both the public
and
private
colleges and
universities throughout New
York"

Career Calendar
The following application deadlines are coming up fast:
Oct 8: (GRE) application deadline. The test itself is on Oct.
26,
Oct. 9: (CPAT) Colleges of Podiatry Admissions Test
application deadline. The test itself is on Oct. 26.
Oct. 10: (TOEFL) Test of English as a Foreign Language
application penalty date. The test itself is on Nov. 25.
Oct. I 17 (ATGSB) "Business Boards" application deadline.
The test itself is on Nov. 2.
-Regents Medical Fellowship Exam application deadline. The
test itself on Oct. 21.
Oct. 12: (OCAT) Optometry Colleges Admission Test
application deadline. The test itself is on Nov. 2.
Oct. 17: (NTE) National Teacher Examinations application
deadline. The test itself is on Nov. 9.
The following schools are visiting Cornell in the next two
weeks. Sign up now for informational meetings in the Career
Center:
Oct 9 American Graduate School of International
Management, Institute for Paralegal Training.
Oct. 10: Dickinson Law School
Oct. 11: Suffolk University Law School
Oct. 14: Northwestern University
Oct. 15: Carnegie Mellon (Business)
Oct. 16: University of Pennsylvania (Wharton)
University of Virginia Business School
Northwestern University (minority)
Rutgers University Law School
Oct. 17 Vanderbilt University Law School. Institute of
European Studies
Oct. 15 is the application deadline for the Tobe-Colburn
School of Fashion Careers Fellowship in January. That date is
also the application deadline for the Danforth Fellowship,
sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Humanities
Fellowship sponsored by the National Endowment for the
Humanities. Information and applications are available at the
Career Center.
Thursday. Oct 3, 4:30-6 p.m. in room 120 Ives: Graduate
Study Clinic. "Extraordinary Fellowships and Scholarships:
Candidate Counseling and Registration."
New York State has announced Public Administration
Internships. Applicants should have received a Master's degree
by Aug. 3 1 . 1975. The application deadline is Nov 4. 1974
Details at the Career Center.

.
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Fall Means Colorful Leaves and Crisp Apples

Fruit Testing Association
Names CU Apple and Pear

Photos by Russ Hamilton

An apple and a pear were named Sept. 19 at the 56th Annual
Meeting of the New York State Fruit Testing Cooperative Association
held on the campus of Cornell University's New York State
Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva
• The two new varieties were developed by pomologists at the
Geneva Experiment Station and mark the 200 and 201 cultivars to be
formally introduced by the Station since its founding in 1882. The
Station is internationally known for its development of high quality
and lasting fruit varieties adaptable to the variable New York growing
conditions.
Named Burgundy to dramatize its deep red color, the new apple is
considered to be an excellent fall dessert type. Its average harvest
date is about Sept. 1 1 or about 2 1/2 weeks before Mclntosh. It
originated from a cross made by Dr. R C. Lamb of the Station's
Department of Pomology and Viticulture in 1953 with parents of
Monroe. NY. 18491 (Macoun x Antonovka). It was selected by the
Station's apple breeder. Dr R.D Way in 1961 as having potential
superior qualities.
Burgundy skin color is very dark red, an attractive, glossy dark
mahogany. The entire fruit size is medium, similar to Mclntosh, or
with very little striping. Its fruit size is medium, similar to Mclntosh. or
generally 2 1/2 inches in diameter
The cream colored flesh is semifirm to firm in texture, crisp, and
juicy. Fruits are firmer and more easily handled than Mclntosh The
texture is mouth pleasing when fruits are eaten. Apple eating quality
is very dependent on the stage of maturity when harvested and upon
the site where the tree is grown
It is expected that Burgundy will be most useful for early fall
roadside sales. However, it is possible that the apple industry will
discover it to be a variety for extending the early harvest season. If so.
it could become planted on a large scale.
Highland is the name given to the new pear introduced by the
Station in keeping with the tradition of naming pears after New York
places Highland, in the center of the Hudson Valley fruit area, is the
location of the Station's Hudson Valley Research Laboratory which
has a long record of service to growers in the area.
Highland blooms about 1 day later than Bartlett, the standard of the
industry. Because they overlap sufficiently in season of bloom, the
two varieties can pollinate each other
Highland is as susceptible to fire blight as Bartlett. It also seems to
be rather susceptible to injury by pear psylla when norcontrolled by
spraying.
It is a hardy variety, having survived temperatures of -39 degrees F
with only some injury to the buds and wood. There was no more
injury, however, than to Bartlett, Gorham, Aurora, or Maxine.
Highland is a good sized pear, averaging better than 2 1/2 inches
in diameter. It is typically pear shaped and fairly smooth and uniform
Its color is yellow with some irregular light russet. The stem is rather
long and fairly thick.
Flesh of Highland is yellowish, mostly fine in texture with some grit
cells near the core. It is melting and juicy. The flavor is sweet, rich,
and fruity. Quality of this pear is considered to be outstanding. It
develops its best quality if given a period of cold storage at 32
degrees F before ripening, and it will keep in cold storage until
January.
The pear industry in New York State and througho.ut the Northeast
is based on three varieties: Clapp Favorite, Bartlett and Bosc. There is
need for additional good varieties and Highland would appear to be a
leading candidate.
Both varieties are available from the New York State Fruit Testing
Cooperative Association located in Geneva.
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High School Equivalency Diploma

Employes Offered Classes

SPEED READER? — David Zola, a graduate student in the
Department of Education of the New York State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, tests the apparatus used to probe
what goes on in the head of a skilled, silent reader.
The "bite bar" keeps his head in place while he reads text on
the screen and the unusual "eyeglasses" trace the movements of
his eyes.

Specialist Analyzing
Reading Techniques
Do you yearn to read fast
enough to take in the "book of
the week" each week?
A Cornell education specialist
is studying whether these'
wishes, which often lure people
into speed reading courses, can
be fulfilled.
"Commercial speed reading
courses are often based on the
unproven assumption, that if the
readers perceptual span, that is.
the field seen on the printed
page, is increased, the pace of
reading is improved." said
George McConkie: professor of
education at the New York State
College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences. "We want to test this.
"But in a broader sense, we
vant to gain an understanding of
what goes on during the most
skilled form of reading — silent,
rapid reading." McConkie said.
He explained that, because it is
unknown what a skilled reader
actually does, it is impossible to
design an exact educational
program to encourage skilled
reading. In the same respect it is
difficult to discern what a poor
reader does wrong.
"Is he reading too many or too
few words at a time? Is his visual

field too small or too expanded?"
asks McConkie. "We just'don't
know."
In the Cornell study a
computer controls visual displays
of text on a screen similar to a
television picture tube At the
same time an eye tracking
device, resembling a wired pair
of eyeglasses, monitors the
subject's eye movements as he
reads from the screen.
The researchers plan to
manipulate the reading material
on the screen and observe the
effects on reading. From this they
can learn what aspects of the
text are actually seen while
reading.
They are particularly interested
in determining the perceptual
span of readers and how the eye
jumps or fixates from point to
point on the page. They have
found that good readers who
fixate on a particular point of text
actually comprehend no more
than 12 characters of print to the
right of that point, and four
characters to the left.
These studies are supported, in
part, by the National Institute of
Mental Health and the National
Institute of Education.

Algebra, geometry and graphs
are mathematical subiects many
adults gladly put behind them
years ago but some 60 Cornell
employes have tackled these and
other subjects in pursuit of a
New York State High School
Equivalency diploma.
While it is not an easy task.
Carolyn Whitlow, a Board of
Cooperative
Educational
Services (BOCES) teacher, has
taught, cajoled and encouraged
more than 30 of these students
to successful completion of the
high
school
equivalency
examination during the past two
years. She refuses to allow her
classes to think passing the test
is impossible. "I try to encourage
them." she said of her students.
"There is nobody in my class
who says 'I can't do it' "
Cornell's
high
school
equivalency classes meet twice a
week for approximately 12
weeks. The classes are geared
specifically • for the equivalency
examination, held in Ithaca each
April and November. A new class
began
September
10
for
potential November test-takers
The classes are open to all
interested adults whether or not
they are Cornell employes,
according to Virginia Rinker.
personnel supervisor. Personnel
Services.
An equivalency student's age
or
previous
educational
background is irrelevant to the
course, Ms. Whitlow said. She
has taught students whose
formal
schooling
ended
anywhere between the 4th and
12th grades, and whpse ages
ranged from their early twenties
to over 60.
"The course is preparatory. It's
not remedial in any way, shape
or fashion," she said. "If a
student had two years of algebra,
fine; if he had no algebra, fine.
He'll learn it."
Cornell jobs held by some
equivalency students include
records clerk, relief fireman,
stenographer.
custodian,
electronic
technician.
and
statistical typist, Rinker said. The
employe's supervisor determines
whether or not an employe may
take the course.
Whitlow said she thinks "any i
person at any age who wants
more education ought to be
encouraged to attend the twiceweekly two-to-three-hour classes.
Employes receive released
time to attend class if their
attendance is approved by their
supervisor
"I think." she said, "it's in
Cornells best interest to have as
many employes as possible get
their diplomas."
Connie Holcomb, a native
Ithacan and supervisor
of
Cornells switchboard operators,
enrolled in the course for 14
weeks
and
passed
the
examination on her first try.
Whitlow estimated about half the
students state-wide fail the first
time. "To pass the examination,
students must come up with

more information than any high completion and advancement.
school senior," she noted. "The
Rinker said.
test is not geared for guessing."
Different students find some
"I could never have passed the subjects harder than others, but
test if I hadn't taken the course."
many have a weak area, often in
Holcomb said "I didn't have reading
comprehension
or
much confidence when I began "
mathematics. Ellis commented
Now at the top of her particular
on both: ^'Reading is my
job path, she felt the additional downfall. I've been out of school
schooling would increase her
now 20 years. I never had to take
opportunity for advancement..
algebra while in school and to try
Jeannette Keenan, a custodian to learn it in two or three months
in the Space Sciences Building,
is hard ... My wife's pushing me,"
received
her
equivalency
he added. "I'm trying to get her
diploma last winter after hearing to take the course but we've got
about the course through a coa familiy and she's working, too."
worker. "I just wanted to get the
Keenan would like "to get into
diploma
for
myself."
she some kind of clerical work"
explained. "I'd never had the because "I feel I cannot advance
opportunity before to earn it."
in my present position." She has
Family members and having a taken other training courses at
friend to go with through the Cornell to further this end and is
course gave support to both interested in additional study.
women. Holcomb's husband "For a person who disliked
"was about as excited as I was school at one time, I really enjoy
when the diploma came." Of her
it now." she said with a laugh.
classmates, she said, "We got to
Class size varies between 8
be a close group. It seemed like and 13. Whitlow said there is
everyone came in on the 'buddy "some attrition but it is usually
system' but we all got to know because of a conflict within the
each other. They really do take job itself or with a supervisor
great pride in getting a diploma."
rather than because of the
Charles Ellis, a custodian in subject matter." She teaches
Stocking Hall, fell just short of "grammar, reading skills in social
passing the test on his first try in studies, science and literature on
April, but he is taking the course one day. mathematics on the
again Holcomb. Keenan and other day.
Ellis each have tried
to
"Adult education is quite
encourage others to enroll, with different than teaching at any
less than total success in many
other level," she said. "The
cases.
content may be the same but
"I'd like to see more people with a different presentation For
take it," Ellis said, "but you can't example, homework is assigned,
seem to get anybody interested. .but it's not required. I think my
They just think it's foolish. I think approach is much more mature
it's mostly a lack of confidence ... than if I were teaching in junior
I feel bad taking it and failing it high or high school. Much more
but maybe they are worse off."
responsibility is placed on the
Personnel Services estimates students and the teacher."
200 Cornell employes would be
All University employes, and
eligible forjhe course.
other adults who would like to
Ellis' co-workers "give me a lot enroll on a space-available basis
of ribbing about it but they don't in
Cornell's
high
school
want to hear about it ... they equivalency
course
should
figure they've gone far enough, contact Rinker at Personnel
being janitors, but I say you Services, B-12 Ives Hall, or by
might not always want to do telephoning.
janitorial work."
"A lot ot people tell you they
aren't interested in it because
they probably won't advance on
their jobs." He hopes it will have
an effect on his employment, but
Personnel Services statistics to
date do not show a direct
relationship between course

Academic, Financial Dateline
Reminders — Each student whose Financial Aid package
included a BEOG estimate should make an appointment at Ext.
6-5145 to see Mrs. Haxby to have the award processed and
credited to his account. This includes students who received
estimates but were ineligible
—CornellCard bills are due Thursday. Oct. 17.
*
*
*

Freshman Must Check Financial Aid
Any Cornell freshman who has received a New York State
financial aid award (Regents's Scholarship or Tuition
Assistance Grant) which differs by more than $50 from the
amount estimated in his or her Cornell aid package must meet
with a freshman counselor at the Financial Aid Office, 203 Day
Hall, before Oct. 15.
Freshmen may arrange appointments by calling 256-5145
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. weekdays.
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CU Nutritionist Finds

Food Additives High
In Chewy Candy Bars
Worried about food additives?
According
to
a Cornell
University
nutritionist,
consumers concerned with their
intake of food additives should
avoid eating highly processed
foods. High on the list are foods
such as candy bars
The attractive types of candy
bar are those that have chewy
centers, are coated with a firm
textured layer and are dipped in
chocolate. It is precisely these
candy bars, says Professor
Gertrude Armbruster of the New
York State College of Human
Ecology, which
have high
additive contents.
The
characteristics
which
make the candy bar so seductive
can only be accomplished
through the use of additives
Which both create desirable
textures and make them stable at

room temperatures.
Prof. Armbruster points out
that all highly processed foods,
including those utilizing meat
substitutes, are high in food
additives.
Commenting on the results of
a recently completed study of
additive consumption in families
in the United States, the Cornell
nutritionist has found that the
intake of food additives appears
to be the lowest in families
where the homemaker stays at
home and thus the vast majority
of the food is prepared in the
kitchen.
Her advice to those who want
to limit their intake of food
additives but can't resist candy is
to try making it at home —
though the textures may prove
dependent on skills of the cook

Microwave Hurts Protein
A Cornell University nutritionist studying the effects of microwave
cooking advises utilizing an interrupted heating scheme when
preparing protein-rich foods in order to prevent over-coagulation of
the protein.
Describing the results of her study. Dr. Gertrude Armbruster of the
New York State College of Human Ecology explains that providing a
rest period during the cooking of such items as meat, eggs and
cheese results in improved quality of the food. Although microwave
ovens provide very rapid cooking, this process may be too quick for
high protein foods.

Barton Blotter

Three Bikes Stolen
If you're the owner of a Fuji 10-speed bicycle, take some extra
precautions for its security, because three of them, all left secured,
were stolen in the past week.
These were the leading "repeaters" in this week's series of Safety
Division morning reports', which showed the heaviest weekly volume
of thefts yet this fall, and a great variety of items stolen.
The three Fujis were stolen from the mail room entrance of Risley
Hall, from a bike rack at University Halls 3 and from a bike rack at
University Halls 1.
Other thefts and their locations were:
Clothes from an unsecured locker in Helen Newman Hall,
prescription medication from a bathroom of an apartment in the Tri
Delt Sorority (not barbituarates. but could be fatal if an overdose is
taken), the coin box and contents from a vending machine in the
hallway of Bard Hall, $2.50 in cash from a change drawer in the
Circulation Desk of Olin Library, money from a vending machine
broken into in the second floor of Ives Hall.
Also. $11 in cash from a pocketbook left unsecured in a desk in
Warren Hall. $10 cash from another pocketbook left unsecured on
the same floor of Warren Hall at about the same time. $10 from the
cash register in the Craft Shop of Willard Straight Hall, a volt meter
and vacuum tube tester from Upson Hall, a bicycle from the main
foyer of Anabel Taylor Hall, a tape deck and radio from a vehicle
broken into in the West Dorms parking area, approximately $100
from a purse taken from Day Hall and later returned minus the
money.
Also, an umbrella plant from the Herbarium in Plant Science, about
$1 in change from a coffee money can in Mann Hall, a generator
from a Volkswagen parked near the Plantations Service Building, a
wallet containing $15 from an unoccupied and unsecured office, a
mirror from a motorcycle in the Peterson parking lot. a padlock used
to secure the Navy Cage in Barton Hall, two rubber mats from the
west side of Schoellkopf Field, and approximately $200 from the
funds used for cash register banks in the dining facilities of Willard
Straight Hall (the thefts revealed by an audit of books).
The week also produced a minor fire in a Growth Chamber machine
at Langmuir Laboratory, broken glass in the northeast entrance door
of Noyes Center, harassing telephone calls received by two freshman
women in Balch Hall, and an unknown male seen in the women's
shower room on the sixth floor of Balch Hall

New Faculty Welcomed to Cornell
President and Mrs. Dale Corson welcomed new faculty members and their spouses at a reception
Friday, Sept. 27, in the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art.

Day Care Report Received
A report prepared by the
Cornell-Tompkins
Day Care"
Project, a nearly two-year study
of proposals for joint Universitycommunity responses to day
care
problems,
has been
received, according to Cornell
President Dale R. Corson.
The
committee
which
prepared
the
report
was
composed of both University and
Tompkins County Day Care and
Child
Development
Council
representatives. The study grew
out of an action of the Cornell
Board of Trustees which voted
on Sept. 20, 1972, to underwrite
the study.
A
spokesman
for
the
committee said the report also
will be used to seek support in
the
community
and from
governmental agencies.
Corson said the University

administration will study the
report, with attention to its
implications in the University's
present tight fiscal situation. It
will also be discussing with other
community agencies possible
cooperative
ventures
which
might be undertaken to address
some
of
the
report's
recommendations.
The report discusses proposals
for financial assistance to group
programs serving families with
marginal incomes, positions for a
family day care facilitator and a
parent coordinator, revolving
loan funds for family day care
home
for equipment and
expenses related to licensing
requirements, and the need for
expanded program development
to meet existing service gaps.
The report also asks that the
University modify sick leave

policies
to
include
family
dependents, increase part-time
positions, and create a position
to "maximize opportunities for
students to participate in and
learn from local child care
experiences."
The
project
steering
committee, which submitted the
report, was composed of Jane E.
Knitzer. Field Study Program.
College of Human Ecology;
Sandra N. Lyons, Tompkins
County Day Care Council;
Lucinda A. Noble. Office of the
Dean,
College
of
Human
Ecology; Henry N. Ricciuti,
Human Development and Family
Studies, College of Human
Ecology; June
R. Rogers,
Tompkins County Day Care
Council, and Randall E. Shew.
Community Relations. Cornell
University.

Cornell Appointments Announced
Edward T. Lewis
Edward T. Lewis has been
named assistant dean of external
affairs in the School of Business
and Public Administration at
Cornell. The announcement was
made by H. Justin Davidson,
dean of the School. Lewis
replaces Charles G. McCord.
who accepted a position at
Ithaca College.
Formerly
a professor of
English. Lewis spent the past
nine years at the University of
Puerto Rico. He received his
Ph.D. from the University of
Denver in 1971. He is a 1960
graduate of Union College.
Schenectedy, and received a
master of arts degree from
Boston University.
Lewis, 40, also has three years
of experience as an associate
editor with Fairchild Publications
in New York City and has worked
as a free-lance publicity writer.
As assistant dean he will be
responsible for alumni and public

relations, fund raising and other
public affairs functions of the
School of Business and Public
Administration.
Lewis and his wife, Pat, have
two children, Stephen. 8, and
John.
4.
and
live
in
Trumansburg.

Student
Union
Board
of
Governors.
He is presently program
coordinator for the New York
region of the Association of
College Unions — International

Robert M. Brokerg

Robert M Broberg has been
William A. Gerich
named director of Cornell's
William A. Gerich has been
Department of Construction,
appointed director of Cornell's effective immediately.
Willard Straight Hall, part of
The appointment of Broberg
University Unions He had been was made by Robert M. Matyas,
director of Noyes Center, a union vice president for planning and
facility in the west campus area facilities.
since coming to Cornell in 1971.
A member of the Cornell staff
Gerich earned his bachelor of since
1969, Broberg was
arts degree from the University of associate director under Matyas
Connecticut in 1968 and has and has been acting director of
done work on a graduate degree the department since July, when
in
student
p e r s o n n e l Matyas became vice president.
administration at New York
Before coming to Cornell he
University.
served four-and-a-half years with
While
an
undergraduate, the United States Navy Civil
Gerich was president' of the Engineer
Corps
after
his
student body at the University of graduation with a bachelor's
Connecticut's Hartford branch. degree in civil engineering from
He was also a member of the the University of Vermont.
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Bulletin Board
Flash Gordon Film Special Scheduled
Flash Gordon arrives at Statler Auditorium at 8 p.m. on Wednesday.
Oct. 9 in thirteen of his original movie adventures. The special fivehour-long film event is co-sponsored by the New York Science Fiction
Film Society and Cornell Cinema
Admission to the Flash Gordon serials is open to the public, at an
admission price of $1.25 for adults and $.50 for children.
Refreshments will be offered to movie-goers during two
intermissions.

Employes Retirement Meeting

Keeping in Shape

Stretching, jumping, running are all part of
football practice as the Big Red gets in shape for
Saturday's game with the Bucknell Bisons.

Big Red to Meet Bisons
The Cornell passing attack,
often maligned in the past,
proved to be the turning point in
the Big Reds opening football
victory last Saturday and Coach
Jack Musick expects future
opponents to have a healthy
respect for the whole offense.
Bucknell comes to Schoellkopf
this Saturday with a fine passing
attack of its own and fans can
look
forward
to
another
afternoon of rapid-fire action.
Kickoff is at 1:30 p.m.
Quarterback Kevin Sigler, a
senior making his first start for
Cornell,
and
six
different
receivers were too much for the
Colgate defense in Cornell's 4021 win. Sigler completed 16 of
22 passes for 236 yards. He also
passed
for
a two-point
conversion.
"Colgate seemed determined
to take away our running game,
probably because we'd run so
successfully against them in
recent years." Musick said.
"They had nine men in close and
we were prepared and able to
take advantage of that."

Kevin Sigler
Sigler. who also ran for a
crucial first down in Cornell's first
scoring drive, threw to wide
receivers Bruce Starks (five
catches), Tim LaBeau (two).
Eamon McEneaney (one), backs
Don Fanelli (three) and Dan
Malone (two), and tight end Don

Sage Notes
Nov. 8 is the deadline for graduate students for filing change
of course forms. The forms must have the signatures of
instructors of relevant courses and Chairman of Student's
Special Committee.

Peter J . Kolb
The body of Peter J. Kolb '75, was found in Cascadilla Gorge near
the Stewart Avenue bridge Tuesday evening An engineering student
who lived locally at 306 Stewart Avenue, his home was in
Eggertsville. NY
The Tompkins County Medical Examiners office ruled Wednesday
that the death was accidental. The Ithaca Police Department
investigated.

Ruth B.

Jillson

Ruth B. Jillson of Skaneateles. who established an endowment
fund at the New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
died September 19.
The cash gift made by Miss Jillson, a champion of the sheep
industry, was the culmination of 35 years of work with sheep. She
had long been a friend of the College, encouraging her young friends
to attend. The endowment fund provides for undergraduate and
graduate student research on cancer, breeding and the reproductive
physiology of sheep.
Miss Jillson was an active member of the State Sheep Breeders'
Association.

Wierbmski (three). Wierbinski
also caught the conversion pass.
Musick was impressed with
Sigler's coolness and with the
determination of his receivers.
Starks, Fanelli and Malone all
turned in some extraordinary
catches
"We're going to see some
solid passing out of Bucknell."
Musick said. "They'll really test
our secondary."
The Bisons lost to Rutgers, 1614, on a last second field goal
and came back last week to
defeat Maine, 30-18, in a game
that wasn't as close as the score
Bucknell quarterback John
Burian, a 6 feet 2. 200-pound
junior, has completed 10 of 14
passes for 204 yards and two
touchdowns in two games. He
threw both touchdown passes
against Maine, ran for a TD
himself, and passed for a pair of
two-point conversions.
The Bisons have decent size
overall and Musick refers to them
as a "physical" football team on
defense. They run out of the
power-l, a "physical" offense
that Cornell fans have seen
displayed by the Big Red.
Three of the defensive backs
who'll be tested by the Bisons —
Mark Kapsky. Nollie Wood and
Dave Johnson — had high
praise from Musick for their
efforts against the Colgate
running game. Scott Millhouse,
the fourth defensive back, had an
interception and a fumble
recovery against Colgate.
"Along with ends Jim Moretti
and Rick Johnson, they were
responsible for hurting Colgate's
outside game at crucial times."
Musick said. Dave Johnson, a
sophomore, was the leading
tackier for Cornell with 12. He
also had a 43-yard kickoff return
A couple of other newcomers
at linebacker —Jim Lorditch and
Cal
Washington
—
had
impressive
starts.
Lorditch
blocked a punt and recovered
two fumbles; Washington had
10 tackles and a fumble
recovery.
Cornell kickers John Egan and
Bernie Szynalski played key roies
as well. Egan, making his first
start as a punter, had a fine 42yard average.

Cornell employes interested in meeting with a TIAA/CREF
representative to discuss the TIAA/CREF retirement allocations with
respect to the current economic situation are invited to do so from 2
to 3 p.m. Friday (Oct. 4) in 217 Ives Hall, according to Karl D. Keller,
assistant director of personnel. Personnel Services.

Senior Piano Recital Sunday
Martin Goldray. a senior music student, will present a piano recital
at 4 pm. Sunday. Oct 6 in Barnes Hall. Goldray will play works of
Bach. Beethoven. Schoenberg. and Schumann. The recital is open to
the public.

Cornell Mission Panel Discussion Topic
The Center for World Community. 1 17 DeWitt Place, is sponsoring
a panel discussion on "Cornell Mission — Education for One World?"
Tuesday. Oct. 8 at 8 p.m. in Straight Memorial Room. Panelists
include Kenneth Boulding. Andrew D. White Professor-at-Large;
Professor Alan Geyer, Dag Hammarskjold Professor of Peace Studies
and Director of Ralph Bunche House at Colgate; Morris Mitchell.
Founder of the Association of World Colleges and Universities, and
retired president of the Friends World College Mitchell is also
educator-in-residence at the Center for World Community. The
meeting is open to the public.

Understanding Art Workshop to Begin
The Herbert F. Johnson Musuem of Art will offer a series of
workshops for both the young and old aimed at developing an
understanding of art.
Known as "Art Insights" the classes will be conducted from Oct. 15
and through Dec. 6 and divided into two age groups 1O-to-18 years
and 19-99. A fee of $ 10 or $20. depending on the program enrolled
in, covers the cost of materials used in the workshop. The program is
open to the public and'applications may be obtained at or by calling
or writing the musuem. All applications must be submitted by Oct. 9.
Classes will be limited in size and will be filled on a first-come-firstserve basis. There are no entrance requirements.
The workshops will offer concentrated emphasis on such artistic
principles .as line, color, shape and form, motion, texture, space,
volume, weight and symmetry, with a goal of developing meaningful
responses to the arts. Students will be encouraged to approach the
visual arts through a lively combination of kinesthetic. imaginative
and intellectual activities. Various kinds of media will be used — for
example, sound, video, and body movement — as well as more
traditional art materials.

Reduced Tuition for Spouses Hearing
The Planning Review Committee of the University Senate will be
holding a public hearing on reduced tuition for spouses of Cornell
faculty, staff, and students at 2:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 4, in the Board
Room. 317 Day Hall. l
Discussion at the meeting will cente"r on a bill proposing that tuition
for Cornell spouses be reduced to $10 per credit hour for one course
per semester, taken through the Extramural Courses Division.
All persons interested in discussing this proposal are invited to
attend the hearing.

Cornell Rugby Sweeps Colgate
The Cornell Rugby Club (2-0). led by Gary Van Slyke's scoring and
sure-footed Doug Strachen. broke open a close game in the second
half against Colgate last Saturday.
The Red, 12-6 at the half, scored right away on a long run by Gary
Van Slyke. The unstopable Steve Spellman and the rest of the back
line ran up the score to a final of 31-6.
Bill Blades' Roach and Randy Wroble led the Cornell forwards who
dominated the Colgate scrum throughout the game.
In the 'B' game Cornell displayed excellent possession play in
whipping Colgate 44-4. The game was never in doubt as the Red
scored early on a run by Dewey Kim. To complete the sweep, two
scores by Gary Sturgwold paced the Cornell 'C team to a 28-12 win.
This Saturday Cornell will play St. John's at home on Upper Alumni
Field at 11 a.m.
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The Senate Page
The Senate Page is the official bulletin of the Cornell University Senate. Publication is supervised
by Michael E Fisher, secretary of the Senate. 133 Day Hall. 256-37 15.

NEXT SENATE MEETING: Tuesday, Oct. 8, 7:30 p.m., Kaufmann Aud.
Senate Calendar
Thursday. October 3
Unions and Facilities. 3 p.m.,
Loft II.WSH.
Dining Subcommittee. 6:30
p.m.. North Campus Union
Dining Hall
Friday, October 4
Counseling and Advising. 1 : 1 5

p.m.. North Room. WSH.
Monday. October 7
Codes and Judiciary, 3:30
p.m.. 460 Uns Hall.
Executive Committee, 5 p.m..
Senate Office.
Housing Subcommittee. 7:30

p.m.. ILC.
Wednesday. October 9
Calendar Committee,
p.m.. Senate Office.

4:30

Proposed Agenda
October 8, 1974
Kaufmann Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
1. Question Time
2. Announcements
3. Minutes (Vol. V, Nos. 1-6)
already distributed
4 Agenda
5.
E-79 - COMMITTEE
STAFFING RESOLUTION (PART
V)(2)

6. Provost David C. Knapp (30)
7 E-77-a - SENATE TRUSTEE
GUIDELINES (10,2)
8. Planning Review Committee
Tuition Study Report (25,3)
9. Senate Response to HEW
Guidelines on Sex Discrimination
(25.3)
10. Campus Life Committee
Budget Procedures (20.2)
11 E-60-a - AN ACT TO OPEN
THE ACADEMIC
DECISION
PROCESS (10,2)
12.
E-43 - TEMPORARY
INCREASE IN PARKING AND
TRAFFIC MEMBERSHIP
13. Adjournment

Current Legislative Log
(The full text of any bill introduced in the University Senate is available in the Senators' Study. 124
Day Hall.)

BILL NO. &
SPONSOR
DATE SUB. ABSTRACT
E-78
This sense-of-the-body resolution affirms
Arne Younqerman
9/25/74
the support of the Cornell Senate for
county-wide legislation that would discourage non-reuseable soft drink and malt beverage containers.

COMMITTEE REFERRED
TO

E-79
9/26/74

This bill lists further nominations to
Senate committees and boards.

Committee on
Committees

Committee on
Committees

E-80
9/27/74

A bill to encourage flexibility and educational innovation in the structuring of
courses and extra-curricular activities.

Robert C. Platt

Calendar Committee,
Academics Committee

Executive Conmittee

Lecturer Does Homework

Senate Actions — September 24, 1974
SA DO.

TITLE AMD ABSTRACT

SPONSOR

ACTION TAKEN

SA-279

COMMUNITY REVIEW OF UNIVERSITY BUDGET
ACT - PART II

Planning Review
Commi ttee

ADOPTED

Minority Hearings Continue
In an attempt to gather broadbased community input, the
Trustee Committee on the Status
of Minorities at the University
will hold some of its hearings in
downtown Ithaca.
The first is scheduled for the
Greater Ithaca Activities Center
(GIAC) conference room. 318 N.
Albany St. from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 9.
It will be a closed hearing and
will be one of three hearings that
day. The others will be an open
hearing from 10 a m until noon
in the Founders Room of Anabel
Taylor Hall on the campus and a
closed hearing from 3:30 until 6
p.m. in Room 300 of the ILR
Conference Center.
Trustee Committee Chairman
William R Robertson said the
Oct. 9 hearings are the first in a
series of hearings the committee
will hold. The hearings are an
integral part of the committee's
assessment
of
existing
opportunities
for
minority
members to become affiliated
with Cornell; to work in
circumstances conducive to their
education,
professional and
vocational development: and to
obtain appropriate recognition

and advancement for their
achievement.
Students, faculty, employes
and townspeople, either as
individuals or as groups, are
welcome to appear at the
hearings and present their views
concerning the committee's area
of concern. Robertson said.
The committee has been
charged by the University Board
of Trustees with studying "the
status of minority students,
faculty members and employes
at Cornell and to make
appropriate
recommendations
concerning that status." (The
charge excluded the study of the
status of women as a minority
because
another
trustee
committee reported recently on
the status of women on the
campus.)
In order to serve efficiently
those who want to appear before
the committee at a closed
hearing and to preclude long
waiting periods, the committee
asks those individuals or groups
to schedule an appointment by
calling or writing Joycelyn R.
Hart.
assistant
University
ombudsman, who is in charge of
hearing arrangements for the

committee.
Her telephone
number is 256-3724 and her
office is in 201 Barnes Hall.
Serving on the committee
along with
Robertson are
University Trustees Patricia J.
Carry, vice president of the Edna
McConnell Clark Foundation;
Gordon C. Chang, a Cornell Law
School student; Robert A. Cowie.
president of C&M Spring Co..
Inc. of Berwick. Pa.; James L
Gibbs Jr, dean of undergraduate
studies at Stanford University:
and Desdemona P. Jacobs, a
guidance aide at Boynton Junior
High School in Ithaca.
Other committee members
are:
Urie
Bronfenbrenner.
professor of human development
and family studies at Cornell;
Frank
Bonamie
of
Ithaca,
president of Cayuga Industries.
Inc. and an affiliate of the Native
American
Special
Services
Program
at St.
Lawrence
University; Edward Gonzalez,
senior extension associate at the
New York State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations at
Cornell.
and Roberto
O.
Gonzalez, associate professor of
Romance Studies at Cornell.

CHECKING HIS FACTS, University crusading journalist IF.
Stone, a Lecturer on campus this week, is seen in the Law School
library. He gave a public lecture on Watergate Monday, and the
first of what he calls "public bull sessions" yesterday in Ives 110.
The second "bull session" on "Freedom of Thought: Its
Necessity and Prospects," is scheduled for 4:30 p.m. today in
Ives 110.

President Corson Supports
Honduran Relief Projects
President Dale R Corson
issued a statement this week on
the plight of the Honduran
victims of Hurricane Fifi.
He said: "I join with the rest of
the University community in
expressing our shock at the
havoc which Hurricane Fifi has
worked upon Honduras. Our
hearts go out to the thousands of
Hondurans who have been left
homeless and bereaved by the

devastation.
"I endorse the efforts of the
Ithaca Area Fund for Honduran
Hurricane
Relief
toward
alleviating the starvation and the
disease left in the wake of the
hurricane. I ask every member of
the Cornell community to do
whatever he or she can in
support of this humanitarian
effort."

Cornell Professor Studies
Vitamin C Overdoses
Pointing to the results of a
recently completed study on
guinea pigs fed massive vitamin
C (ascorbic acid) diets, a Cornell
nutritionist feels that people who
take large doses of the vitamin
may be conditioning their bodies
to require significantly higher
intakes in order to meet minimal
daily requirements.
Studying young male guinea
pigs fed large ascorbic acid
doses for 275 days. Professor
Jerry Rivers of the New York
State College of Human Ecology,
found that the diet invariably led
to
accelerated
vitamin C
Breakdown which continued
long after the high-C diet was
halted and was not reversible by
subnormal intakes of the vitamin.
The possible ramifications of

this study tend to suggest that
regular ingestion of massive
doses of vitamin C in humans
may
cause
systematic
conditioning in which the body
accelerates breakdown of the
vitamin and continues to do so
long after the high intakes are
ceased.
Although Prof. Rivers feels that
vitamin C may be helpful in
treating respiratory infections,
she suggests that a regular 1 50
milligrams per day intake should
be sufficient to saturate body
tissues and recommends that
massive self dosing should be
undertaken only with the advice
of a physician.
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Calendar
October 3-13
Thursday, October 3
4 p.m. Informational meeting regarding Graduate Study in
Management held by Graduate School of Business and Public
Administration. 217 Malott Hall.
4 p.m. Western Societies Program Seminar Wolfgang
Stabenow. The European Communities, Brussels, will speak on
"Conflict and Cooperation: Regional Policy in the European
Communities." 153 Uris Hall
4:30 p.m Microbiology Seminar. "Mutualistic Growth of
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans and Beijerinckia lacticogenes Applications to Ore Leaching." 204 Stocking Hall Coffee at
4:15 p.m. Lecturer. Dr. Mike Shuler, Dept Chemical Engr..
Cornell
4:30 p.m. Materials Science Colloquium Series: "Damage
Accumulation in Work Hardening. Fatigue and Creep " Dr. F
Kocks. Argonne National Laboratory. Materials Science
Division, Argonne. III. 140 Bard Hall. Refreshments in Bard Hall
Lounge at 4 p.m
4:30 p.m Hug Ivri. G34 Anabel Taylor Hall
4:30 p.m. Rhodes Scholarships: General requirements will be
discussed at the Placement and Career Center briefing. 120
Ives. Oxford Graduate and Undergraduate Prospecti are on
reserve at Uris Library. Interested candidates should contact
Prof. D.E Ashford Govt. Dept (6-3574) or B&PA (6-5002).
4:30 p.m. IF Stone, political commentator and journalist,
will lead an informal discussion on "Freedom of Thought: Its
Necessity and Prospects " Open to the public Ives 110.
6 p.m. Club France Table Francaise. Meet people over coffee
Ivy Room (last table).
6 p.m. The Cornell Christian Science Organization invites
students to a Readings and Testimony meeting in the Founders
Room. Anabel Taylor Hall.
7:30 p.m. Israeli Folk Dancing. One World Room. Anabel
Taylor Hall.
8 p.m Open Mike - local entertainment - anyone can try.
West Dining, Munchy's, Sponsored by North Campus Union
Dining and North Campus Union Board.

Friday, October 4
12:15 p.m. Open meeting. Women's Studies Advisory Group.
431 White Hall.
2:30 p.m. Seminar Series on Water Resources and
Agricultures Impact on Environmental Quality: "Do People
Really Want Pollution Control and Can They Get It?" Prof H.R
Capener. Head. Dept of Rural Sociology Riley-Robb 105
3:30 p.m. Women's Intercollegiate Tennis - Oneonta
4:30 p.m. Lecture: "The Invention of Substance" W.K.C.
Guthrie, Prof Emeritus of Ancient Philosophy at Cambridge
University Kaufmann Auditorium. Goldwin Smith.
6:30 p.m Shabbat Service Chapel/Founders Room. Anabel
Taylor Hall.
8 p.m. Shabbat Service. Hi Rise No. 1 Lounge.
8:30 p.m. "Baiiey Hall Concert: Rochester Philharmonic.
Andre Watts, piano soloist Works of Bizet. Kodaly, Franck. Liszt
and Ravel.

Thursday, October 3
6-8 p.m 'Sunday Smorgasbord. Statler Inn. For reservations
call 257-2500
7 p.m Table Tennis Clinic, followed at 7:30 p.m. by Round
Robin Singles. Barton Hall. Newcomers welcome
8 prn. "Drama: "Stop the World." Bailey Hall Sponsored by
University Unions Program Board.

Monday, October 7
4 p.m. Jugatae Seminar Program: "Entomology in
Czechoslovakia." Dr Arthur A. Muka, Dept. of Entomology, 245
Comstock Hall
4:30 p.m Music Dept. Lecture: John Vinton. "The Origins
and Historical Significance of Contemporary Music." Barnes
Hall.
4:30 p.m. Women's Intercollegiate Tennis - Oneonta.
7 p m . How To Improve Your ... Series: "Mixology." Bob
"Spiffy" Smith of the Thirsty Bear Tavern Sponsored by the
North Campus Union Board
7:30 p.m. CU Horse Film Course: "Mr. Decathalon"
(Introduction to conformation). "On the Fifth Day" (A
Quarterhorse profile). 146 Morrison Hall. Open to the public.
8 p.m Free film: Jack Lieberman film. "Palestine." Straight
Memorial Room. Sponsored by the Arab Club.

Tuesday, October 8
9.30 a.m. Shimini Atzereth. Edwards Room. Anabel Taylor
Hall.
4 p.m. Women's Intercollegiate Tennis - Syracuse.
4:30 p.m. Dept of Geological Sciences Seminar: "What Do
Hot-Spots Tell Us?" Kevin Burke. 212 Kimball Hall.
7:00 p.m. Simhat Torah. One World Room. Anabel Taylor
Hall
7:30 p.m. Cornell Outing Club Meeting. Japes.
8 p.m Old TV Show Series Thirsty Bear Tavern. Sponsored
by the North Campus Union Board

Wednesday, October 9
9:30 a m Simhat Torah. One World Room. Anabel Taylor
Hall.
4:30 p.m. Faculty Council of Representatives Meeting. Ives
110
4:30 p.m. Food Science Seminar: "Legal and Ethical
Responsibilities Facing Food Scientists" Mr Roger D.
Middlekauff. Counselor at Law. Carr. Bonner. O'Connel. Kaplan
and Thompson. Washington, DC
204 Stocking Hall.
Refreshments at 4:15 p.m.
7-8:15 p.m. Hebrew Class. Room 314, Anabel Taylor Hall
7:30 p.m Lecture: "A Proof of the Fundamental Theorem of
Linear Algebra." Prof. Ken Brown 328 White Hall.
Refreshments served Everyone is invited
7:30 p m . Cornell Duplicate Bridge Club. Hughes Dining Hall.
8 p.m. Boulding Lecture (last of three). "The- Third Law:
Evolution " Kenneth E. Boulding. Professor-at-Large Moot
Court Room. Myron Taylor Hall

Thursday, October 10

9:30 a m Shabbat Morn Service Edwards Room. Anabel
Taylor Hall
10:30 a.m. Women's Intercollegiate Field Hockey - Bucknell
Helen Newman Field
1 30 p.m. 'Varsity Football - Bucknell. Schoellkopf Field
2 p.m. Talmud Shiur Young Israel House.
4:30-8:30 p.m 'Steaks Ltd. Enjoy an excellent steak dinner
after the game or before an evenings entertainment $3 50
(plus tax). Statler Inn.
5:15 & 11:30 p.m. Catholic Masses. Anabel Taylor Chapel.
8 p.m. "Metamorphosis I I " from death to life Multi-image
color slide show. Ives 120. Sponsored by the Chinese Bible
Study Group
8 p.m Free Film: Schlitz Movie Orgy Noyes third floor
lounge Sponsored by the Noyes Center Board.
8:15 p.m. 'Cornell Polo - Fairfield. Cornell Riding Hall.
9 p.m. Rockin' Revival - Jitterbug to "Harbour" 1st floor
Lounge North Campus Union
9:30 p.m. Risley Free Film Series: "The Bicycle Thief" Risley
Theatre

3 p.m Western Societies Program Seminar: "Scottish
Nationalism, North Sea Oil. and the British Response " Milton J
Esman. Director of the Center for International Studies 202
Uris Hall
4 p.m Informational meeting regarding Graduate Study in
Management. 217 Malott Hall Sponsored by Graduate School
of Business and Public Administration.
4:30 p.m. Hug Ivri. G34 Anabel Taylor Hall.
4:30 p.m Materials Science Colloquium Series: "On the
Structure and Properties of Amorphous Semiconductors." Prof.
D.G. Ast. Materials Science and Engr Dept.. Cornell. 140 Bard
Hall. Refeshments served in Bard Hall Lounge at 4 p.m.
4:30
p.m.
Microbiology
Seminar:
"Experimental
Photocontrol of Nostocacean Development." Dr. Norman
Lazaroff. Dept of Biology. SUNY at Binghamton. 204 Stocking
Hall. Coffee at 4:15.
6 p.m. Club France Table Francaise. Meet people over coffee.
Ivy Room (last table).
6 p m . The Cornell Christian Science Organization invites
students to a Readings and Testimony Meeting in the Founders
Room. Anabel Taylor Hall.
7:30 p.m. Israeli Folk Dancing. One World Room, Anabel
Taylor Hall.
7:30 p.m. Lecture. "Communities and Communes in the
United States - Past - Present Experiences." Mr. Maurice
Mitchell. Director. World College Center of Communities and
Ecology. Edwards Room, Anabel Taylor Hall Sponsored by Club
France.
8 p m . Open Mike - local entertainment - anyone can try
West Dining. Munchy's. Sponsored by North Campus Union
Dining and North Campus Union Board.

Sunday, October 6

Friday, October 11

9:30, 11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Catholic Masses. Anabel Taylor
Auditorium
9:30 a.m. Holy Communion Episcopal Church at Cornell.
Anabel Taylor Chapel All are welcome.
11 a.m. Sage Chapel Convocation: "Theologian of
Liberation." Rubem Alves. Campinas. Brazil, author of "The
Theology of Human Hope." Co-sponsored by Committee on
U.S. Latin America Relations (CUSLAR).
1-6 p.m. Electronics Flea Market Straight Memorial Room.
4 p.m. Music Dept Concert Student concert. Martin Goldray.
piano Works of Bach. Beethoven. Schumann, Schoenberg and
Boulez Barnes Hall

12:15 p.m Sandwich Seminar: "Sex & Temperament: A
Cross-Cultural Analysis." Mary Stewart. Asst. Prof Psychology.
York University 300 ILR Conference Center Sponsored by
Women's Studies Program.
2:30 p.m. Seminar: Water Resources and Agriculture's
Impact on Environmental Quality Series. "Mathematical
Modeling of New York Agricultures Effect on Water Quality:"
Rockefeller Project Review. Mr Keith S. Porter, Agricultural
Engr. Dept 105 Riley-Robb
5:30 p.m Shabbat Service. Chapel/Founders Room. Anabel
Taylor Hall.
8 p.m. Shabbat Service Hi Rise No 1 Lounge

Saturday, October 5

8 p.m. Free Film Series: Titles to be announced. Ives 120.
Sponsored by Cornell Film Society
8 p m A Meeting with the Candidate: Jerome Tucille, Free
Libertarian Party Candidate for Governor. Ives 215
8 15 p m Cornell Polo - Yale. Cornell Riding Hall.
8:15 p.m. Music Dept Concert: Faculty Concert Malcolm
Bilson, 18th Century Forte-Piano replica. Works of Haydn.
Mozart, J.C. Bach, and Kozeluh. Barnes Hall Auditorium
Repeated on Sunday, October 13.

Saturday, October 12
9:30 a m Shabbat Service Edwards Room. Anabel Taylor
Hall
1 30 p.m 'Varsity Football - Pennsylvania Schoellkopf Field.
2 p.m Talmud Shiur. Young Israel House.
4 3 0 - 8 : 3 0 p.m "Steaks Ltd Enjoy an excellent steak dinner
after the game or before an evening's entertainment. $3.55
(plus tax). Statler Inn.
5:15 & 1 1 30 p.m. Catholic Masses. Anabel Taylor Chapel
9:30 p.m. Risley Free Film Series: "Hiroshima. Mon Amour"
(1959). directed by Alain Resnais. With Emmanuella Riva.
Risley Theatre.

Sunday, October 13
9 am.-6 p.m 8th Annual Cornell Judo Club Tournament.
Teagle Gym.
9:30. 11 a m & 5 p.m. Catholic Masses. Anabel Taylor
Auditorium.
9:30 a.m. Holy Communion Episcopal Church at Cornell.
Anabel Taylor Chapel. All are welcome, students, faculty and
families.
11 a.m. Sage Chapel Convocation. John A. Taylor. University
Unitarian Universalist Chaplain at Cornell. Minister of the First
Unitarian Church. Ithaca.
4 p.m. Music Dept. Faculty Concert Repeated from Oct. 11.
Barnes Hall
6-8 p.m "Sunday Smorgasbord Statler Inn. For reservations
call 257-2500
7 p.m. Table Tennis Clinic, followed by Round Robin Singles
at 7:30 p.m. Barton Hall. Newcomers welcome.
8 p.m. "Dance: Storefront Benefit. Baked goods and
lemonade for sale. Bicycle Raffle Willard Straight Memorial.

Exhibits
Herbert F. Johnson Museum: Etchings by Pablo Picasso —
through Oct. 6. The Suite Vollard consists of 100 etchings
made by Picasso for his one time dealer Ambroise Vollard, the
leading French publisher of editions de luxe and champion of
such controversial artists as Renoir. Gauguin, Van Gogh and
Rousseau The plates of the Suite Vollard were completed in
1937, but they were not printed until 1950 because of Vollard's
death and the outbreak of World War II. Twenty-seven of the
etchings have individual themes such as circuses, bullfights,
lovers and the minotaurs. The style employed ranges from
Picasso's neo-classic to his most expressionist, and the entire
Suite is a comprehensive survey of Picasso's virtuosity as a
master etcher.
Directions in Afro-American Art — through Oct. 27. This
important exhibition, organized jointly by the Herbert F.
Johnson Museum of Art and the Africana Studies and Research
Center at Cornell, is comprised of more than 100 works by 38
living black artists
Louis Agassiz Fuertes — through Oct. 27. Fuertes, who was
affiliated with Cornell for many years, was one of the best
known orni'hologists and illustrators of his time, and his work
constitutes,a local treasure. The exhibition celebrates the onehundredth anniversary of the birth of Louis Agassiz Fuertes.
Oded Halahmy — through Nov 10. Born in Iraq in 1938.
Halahmy has exhibited his scupture in such diverse countries as
Israel and Canada. This exhibition includes four recent
sculptural works that represent new developments in
Halahmy's style. Each large-scale piece is fashioned from boldly
painted aluminum and projects lines simultaneously dynamic
and self-contained.
Film. Wed., Oct 9. 7:30 p.m "Black Artists in America" free.
Museum hours: Tuesday through Saturday 10-5. Sunday 115. Monday closed.
History of Science Collections: Recent Acquisitions, changed
montly. 2 1 5 Olin Library.
Olin Library: "Asia and the West" - to Oct. 24
Sibley Dome Gallery: Dept. of Art Faculty Show - to Oct 26

Announcements
Deadline on entries for Intramural Cross Country is Thursday.
Oct. 3. at 2 p.m in the Intramural Office, in the Grumman
Squash Courts Bldg.
The Ananda Marga Yoga Society is sponsoring free lessons in
hatha yoga exercises, Monday nights from 8 - 1 0 p.m. in Loft II.
Willard Straight Hall For more information please contact Sina
Pettis at 257-2167.

"Admission charged.
Attendance at all events is limited to the approved seating
capacity of the hall in which they are presented.
All items for the Cornell Chronicle Calendar must be
submitted to the Office of Central Reservations. Willard Straight
Hall (either through the mails or by leaving them at the Straight
desk) at least 10 days prior to publication of the Chronicle. The
Calendar is prepared for the Chronicle by the Office of Central
Reservations.

